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Greetings! It was December 28 when we had the last positive test reported from a
resident of our licensed area, and January 14 when we had our last positive employee!
That seems so very long ago, but that is how long it has been since we have been breathing
a bit easier and making plans for loosening our grip on restrictions! Unbelievable, you say?
After the preceding two months? This past Monday, we performed tests on over 270
individuals (262 employees and the rest resident volunteers and Essential Family
Caregivers) and all tests, once again, have returned negative! We have no new
resident/employee positive results to report! Thank you, God our Father!
You have seen that we are widening the opportunity for visiting inside the buildings,
now to also include visits inside the Nursing Facility and even inside private rooms! There
are many rules that must be followed at all times for such visits to occur, and they are
posted (along with the associated visiting hours) for your review on our website under the
COVID-19 Information Link, or by going directly to https://www.swissvillage.org/healthcareresident-visitation/ for a quick review. You simply must abide by the rules associated with
these visits or be faced with the prospect of being asked to exit at once with future visits
likely to be restricted. Please, we indulge you, abide by the simple rules.
As a reminder, there are different hours of visitation and rules for the Nursing Facility
versus the rest of the campus. This is for good reason, and we ask you to familiarize
yourselves with those differences. The hours are posted on each entry door (Main entrance
for non-Healthcare visits and Nursing entrance (EP Door) for Healthcare). No matter where
you are visiting, you will need to check in at the appropriate entrance, be screened for
signs/symptoms/COVID contact and have your temperature taken. Specifically for the
Healthcare Facility visits, we ask you to limit your time according to the schedule that you
signed up for and please be respectful of that time due to the fact that others are entering
the building for the hours after your assigned slot. Healthcare visits must be reserved in
advance of making the visit. For the rest of the campus you do not need to reserve
visitation slots, but you do need to check in. Again, no more than two individuals at a time
visiting with a resident in a private room or in an apartment. For Healthcare, residents who
share a room, or residents who have a visit with more than two visitors, must do so in one of
the assigned lounges for that purpose. Please sign up accordingly.
As always, thank you for your continued and ongoing prayerful support of the ministry
of Swiss Village! Your prayers have certainly aided in the way in which we were able to
persevere during the darkest of our moments! We treasure the ongoing support
accordingly! And please, do sign up and take the vaccine at your earliest possible moment!
Our residents (over 94% of whom have already done so!) are counting on you! We are
getting through this together!

